This is a 32 count 4-wall easy intermediate level line dance with one restart. Start after a 32 count intro.

1 2 3 4&5  \textbf{R step forward, L rock forward, R recover, L triple back}
Step R forward (1), rock L forward (2), recover on R (3), step L back (4), step R beside L (&), step L back (5)

6 7 8&1  \textbf{R rock back, L recover, R side rock & cross}
Rock R back (6), recover on L (7), rock R to side (8), recover on L (&), step R across in front of L (1)

2 3 4&5  \textbf{L step side, R step beside left, L side triple}
Step L to side (2), step R beside L (3), step L to side (4), step R beside L (&), step L to side (5)

6 7 8&1  \textbf{R cross rock, L recover, R side rock & cross}
Rock R across L (6), recover on L (7), rock R to side (8), recover on L (&), step R across in front of L (1)

2 3 4&5  \textbf{L step back, R step beside left, L triple forward}
Step L back (2), step R beside L (3), step L forward (4), step R beside L (&), step L forward (5)

6 7 8&1  \textbf{R walk forward, L walk forward, R rock forward, L recover, R step side}
Step R forward (6), step L forward (7), rock R forward (8), recover on L (&), step R to side (1)

2 3 4&5  \textbf{Weave R}
Step L across in front of R (2), step R to side (3), step L behind (4), step R to side (&), step R across in front of L (5)

6 7 8&  \textbf{R step back, ¼ turn L step side, R triple forward}
Step R back while starting to make ¼ turn L (6), step L to the side finishing the ¼ turn (7), step R forward (8), step L beside R (&), step R forward (1)...count 1 will finish the triple and it will be the first step of the dance

\textbf{Restart}  The restart happens during the 2\textsuperscript{nd} count of 8 when you get back to the front wall again. You make the side step L on count 2, step R together on count 3, take another L step to the side for count 4 and then restart the dance with a R step forward for count 1.

\textbf{Big Finish}  The dance will end during the 3\textsuperscript{rd} count of 8 the next time you get to the front wall again. You will do the two walks forward and then rock forward and recover and stop with the R step to the side. Have fun!